FIRST OVER EVEREST
Hari Ram encountered the well-known difficulty of travellers
in the mountains, that the local people have no definite name
for the highest peaks. This may be explained by the fact that
the very highest often look less imposing than smaller moun-
tains close at hand. Even the Sanskrit word Himalaya itself, is
never used by an educated people. The only peak for which
he was given a definite name was Kangchenjunga.
All this pioneer work was carried out by this gallant explorer
in imminent danger of his life. He had but a small pocket
sextant concealed on him, for his latitude observations, and,
to take heights nothing but a small boiling-point thermometer.
In spite of that, he was fairly successful in fixing the more
conspicuous peaks, and his work opened die door to investi-
gation of the geography of nearly 30,000 square miles of largely
unknown country, especially in the valley of die Arun. At the
same time, he scarcely if ever approached within twenty-five
miles of the summit of Everest, and die exiguous line which
he left on the map represents all that was known up to 1872.
About 1880, the work was carried on by a Hindu of some
account among his co-religionists, of the name of Gandarson
Singh. He volunteered for the hazardous task of exploration
in Tibet, and was deputed by Captain. Harman from Sikkim
to proceed towards die Tingri Maidan via die valley of the
Tambar. This was a line of operations which would have taken
him over much new ground. Instead, however, of ascending
the Tambar valley, he passed on to die parallel valley of die
Arun, now becoming familiar to us from Hari Ram's explora-
tions, and which lies much closer to Mount Everest. Up this
he ascended to the range called Popte, forming, so we are told,
the boundary between Nepal and Tibet. Its significance is
diat the range must constitute a continuation of die massif of
which Makalu and Everest form culminating points. He
crossed this range to die Tibetan village of Kata, beyond which
he was not allowed to go. His journals were far from satis-
factory, and Ms observations few and disconnected.
In spite of everything, however, he appears to have succeeded
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